Prognostic impact and initial recurrence site of lymphovascular and visceral pleural invasion in surgically resected stage I non-small-cell lung carcinoma.
This study aimed to analyse and validate the prognostic impact and effect of the initial recurrence site of lymphovascular and visceral pleural invasion (VPI) on survival outcomes for Stage I non-small-cell lung carcinoma (NSCLC). We retrospectively reviewed 433 patients undergoing resection of Stage I NSCLC. The relationship between the clinicopathological background and the pathological variables, lymphovascular invasion (LVI) and VPI, was evaluated by univariate and multivariate analyses. Lymphovascular and VPI was observed in 41 and 45 patients, respectively. On univariate analysis, the presence of LVI was associated with a significant decrease in relapse-free survival (RFS) (P < 0.001) and overall survival (OS) (P < 0.001). The RFS of the patients of Stage IB with LVI was worse than the RFS of those of Stage IIA (T2aN1 and T2bN0)/IIB (T3N0), and similar to the RFS of those of Stage IIB (T2bN1). The presence of VPI was also associated with a significant decrease in RFS (P < 0.001) and OS (P = 0.01). On multivariate analysis, LVI was found to be an independent predictor of both decreased RFS and decreased OS. However, VPI was not an independent predictor of both. Recurrence was seen in 68 patients. As an initial recurrence site, distant recurrence was seen in 32 patients and local recurrence, in 36. The proportion of local recurrence was significantly higher in the patients with VPI than in those without VPI compared with between the patients with LVI and those without LVI. We propose that LVI and/or VPI may be a candidate marker to determine adjuvant therapy or a more careful follow-up for these patients.